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Procurement 3.0 
Join the Revolution! 

A view on the evolution of  Procurement 
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The Evolution of  Procurement 

Image: Conflict Resolution in Human Evolution 
Source: Wikipedia 
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Procurement 1.0 

Title: Buyer 

Department name: Procurement or Sourcing 

Salary:  

!  Standard package for an Administrative role, well behind your Marketing or Sales 
colleagues 

Workplace:  

!  The company office, usually a desk behind the accountants or, if  you are unlucky, you 
share some place without windows with the Warehouse Manager 

Dress Code: 

!  Standard outfit for office clerks 
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Procurement 1.0 

Buyer’s role: 

!  To decrease the price of  any quotation. 

!  You need to know some difficult cryptograms called SAP 
commands, in order to show to your colleagues that you 
know what is going on with the Purchase Orders. 
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Procurement 1.0 

Work organization: 

!  Basically you attend any request for price decrease from any of  
your colleagues. 

!  If  there is much work, and there are several buyers, then you 
associate your name to some specific vendors. When someone 
comes with a quote of  supplier XYZ Ltd. they know it is you and 
nobody else 

Buyer’s performance review and KPI´s: 

!  The Accountant next to you calculates the Savings you achieve 
every month, and report that to your manager 
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Procurement 1.0 

Standard Day in a Procurement 1.0 Department: 

!  You have no mobile phone. The fixed line is only for making calls, not receiving. 
Nobody knows your number that you keep it as a secret 

!  You (the Buyer) sits down at your desk and wait for some colleague from other 
departments to bring you a paper. Usually that paper is a quotation from a supplier and 
you need to order that thing quickly. 

!  You pick up the phone, call the supplier and negotiate a discount. 

!  The suppliers are already aware of  the game, so they have quoted 10% on top of  the best 
price they can give you waiting for your call. When you call them, clearly impressed by 
your awesome negotiations skills, they agree to give you a 10% discount 

!  You report a 10% hard-earned Savings to Finance, and the Accountant will put it in his 
records 

!  You go back home at 17:00 proud that you have fulfilled your mission 
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Procurement 2.0 
Title: Category Manager 

Department name: Procurement or Sourcing or Supply Chain Management 

Salary:  

!  Suddenly you realize you can ask as much money as your Marketing colleagues, but still 20% behind your Sales 
colleagues 

Workplace:  

!  The office. Now a nice place with windows, a coffee area and meeting rooms with video-conference facilities 

!  Once per week you can work from home 

!  Once per year, you even visit some supplier 

Dress Code: 

!  You are not very sure any longer, therefore you maintain a mixture of: 
!  Standard outfit for office clerks 

!  Standard grey suit and black shoes with laces 

!  Some designer clothes for your “special days”. Hugo Boss seems to be a good friend of  yours 
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Procurement 2.0 
Category Manager’s role: 

!  Still you need to decrease prices, but you realize you do it better if  you are early involved in the 
projects within your company. 

!  You have to define a Category Strategy, and follow up on it (implementation)  

!  You realize there is something called Innovation (used to be a Marketing term) and the top 
management expects that you bring some innovative ideas from your vendors from time to time 

!  Finally! You can now get ride of  those difficult SAP cryptograms and hand them over to your 
Shared Service Center somewhere in Eastern Europe 

!  Your Skills: 

1.  Negotiations. Still you negotiate prices, but now you negotiate as well: Price Lists, Price 
Catalogues, Contracts, RFIs, RFPs, RFQs, Frameworks, LoUs, LoIs, NDAs, CDAs, etc.  

2.  Vendor Management. Suppliers are not Suppliers any longer, but Partners and Vendors. You 
need to meet them regularly and set up strong relations with them.  

3.  Stakeholder Management. Your colleagues from other departments are not called colleagues 
any longer, they are Stakeholders. You are expected to meet them regularly.  

4.  Project Management. In fact, the Stakeholders expect that you run as well your own projects. 
So, better get polished your Project Management skills 
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Procurement 2.0 
Work organization: 

!  You are not associated to one Vendor any longer. You run a Category and anything going on in such Category 
should pass through you 

!  You are now in charge of  TCO. That you do not know what TCO means??? Of  course everybody knows: Total 
Cost of  Ownership. 

!  The 2 points above mean: You start from the first step of  defining a product, calculating together with the 
Stakeholders a full Business Plan for such product and managing the project to launch such product. You even 
follow that the product is successful in the marketplace, proof  you were right in your price strategy. Suddenly, you 
understand another Marketing concept: Product Life Cycle 

!  Every 2 years, you have run your Category so well, that now the Category runs smoothly by itself. You have killed 
your job. Better find another Category ASAP or begin to send around your CV. 

Buyer’s performance review and KPI´s: 

!  Still you need to report some Savings, but now they are so difficult to calculate, that Finance dedicates their best 
people to help you. You spend a third of  your day negotiating with them what is a Saving and what is not. 

!  In addition, now you have to negotiate with your manager some additional KPI’s such as how many projects you 
run, or the success of  new products 
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Procurement 2.0 
Standard Day in a Procurement 2.0 Department: 

!  You have now a mobile phone, and you make available your number to only a selected group of  people by handing over 
your business cards 

!  You still have your own desk at the office. But now hardly anybody can find you there. You spend most of  the day in 
meeting rooms, in business travel and, sometimes, even working from home. In fact, you become aware of  a secret club 
only Sales people knew before. They have free WiFi over there and it is called “Starbucks” 

!  You discover that negotiations are something different to what used to be. In fact, to great surprise you recognize that 
negotiations are NOT synonymous of: Arguments, Imposing, Mandating….  

!  Over a cup of  coffee, you talk about Dun & Bradstreet as if  they were your very old chaps, even when you hardly 
understand what they say in their due diligences reports 

!  Suddenly your Vendors and Partners are not those ugly guys who wanted to cheat you. In fact you spend half  the day 
talking to them, negotiating with them, building strong relations with them and even entertaining them if  needed 

!  For unknown reasons, now people enjoy meeting you. Therefore you need to organize meetings. There are even 
rumours in the office that you are able to tell jokes 

!  From time to time, you visit Vendors, as you recognize the importance of  knowing who are your Partners 

!  One day, at the latest hour and without anybody watching you, you take all those SAP manuals and training materials 
and put them in a forgotten wardrobe. Lock them and through away the key into the rubbish bin 

!  You manage some times to go out of  the office at a reasonable time, but you spend now 20 minutes before going to bed 
answering e-mails 
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Title: Innovation Category Manager or Incoming Technology Guru or 3rd Party Innovation Evangelist 

Department name: Partner Strategy Management or Supply Innovation Management or Incoming Technology Value 
Chain 

Salary:  

!  Wuauuu! You make now as much money as your Sales colleagues. 

!  In fact, it is you, and not the Sales guys, who goes to the meetings showing a gold Rolex or Patek Philippe watch 

Workplace:  

!  Early birds can make use of  a few “hot desks” at the office. However, you divide now your time between: 
!  Meeting rooms with “tele-presence” facilities 

!  Working from home 

!  Working from Starbucks 

!  Visiting Partners and Associates 

!  A couple of  Partners are so nice to give you an access identification and make available a meeting room for you 

Dress Code: 

!  Those leather jackets from Hugo Boss you used in the past seem now such as outfit for junior buyers. You go to 
www.suitsupply.com to build a complete new wardrobe 
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3rd Party Innovation Evangelist’s role: 

!  Price is a concept from the past. You deal with Business Models and Financial Flows 

!  You still have a Category Strategy, but now it is published in your blog where everybody can comment 

!  The action in your company is happening in an application called SalesForce. Ask for an userid and join every single chat 

1.  Negotiations. The Legal Department now reports to you (they are extremely happy, finally they have some guidance) 

2.  External Relations. The word Partners is still ok, but Vendors is not a politically correct word any longer. They are called 
Associates. Your mission is to negotiate with them as well as satisfy them. You attend any event you are invited to. And 

you have to arrange events for your Associates and hand over to them tickets for basket matches or car races. 

3.  Executive Management. There is no point to meet people whose title says “Sales”. You only meet top managers, 
executives and main decision makers. You need not only to convince them, but to influence them and entertain them.  

4.  Program Management. Step up and become Program Manager. A Program is to a Project the same that a Category to a 

Product or Service: a Category is composed of  multiple Products/Services with some similarities such as similar 
functionality or technologies. 

5.  Business Development: Innovation is now the main focus. You bring external new technologies and ideas to develop new 
business for your company 

6.  Communication/Presentations: You have a double role: buy technologies, and sell ideas, future developments and future 
revenue growths. You need to present not only with confidence, you need to become a big audience entertainer. 
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Work organization: 

!  Anything around 3rd Parties is within your scope 

!  In general, Evangelists are divided by big technology areas, such as 
communication technologies, production technologies, etc. 

!  Nevertheless, once every quarter all Evangelists in the Supply 
Innovation Management department will meet distribute 
technologies between them 

Buyer’s performance review and KPI´s: 

!  There is something called Savings that sometimes is calculated by 
Finance. Impossible tasks, as with the new Business Models is 
impossible to know what is a Saving and what not 

!  You discover some magical KPIs previously used in Sales: Leads, 
Opportunities, P&L 
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Standard Day in a Procurement 3.0 Department: 

!  You have now a Smartphone, a tablet and a razor thin laptop, all of  them connected through WhatsApp.  

!  You need to be in permanent touch with your growing network of  Associates, Stakeholders and Executives. Set up accounts in: 
!  LinkedIn 
!  Twitter 
!  Google+ 
!  MeetUp.com 
!  Internations.org 
!  Send an e-mail to Facebook to ask them how to delete your personal data and holiday pictures from your profile and begin to use it 

for professional reasons 
!  You have and maintain updated your own professional blog 

!  Definitively you work from Starbucks, from home, from airport lounges. Budget for a big expenditure in renting meeting rooms in 
Marriotts and Hiltons hotels. You do not organize meetings any longer, you organize workshops  

!  Negotiations is not even an educational skill any longer, it is embedded in your personality 

!  Still you feel uncomfortable to give advise to your Public Relations department, but there are so many things they could learn from 
your real life experience….  

!  Read my lips: You do not stay in an office waiting for the visit of  your Partners and Associates. You move out to visit them. This 
allows you: 

!  To get a first hand feeling they have real people, real offices and real products, instead of  only PowerPoint slides 

!  To endorse the policies your company cares about: Social Responsibility 

!  To develop your business and make new connections to your network 

!  Time tables have no meaning for you. You are always on and always connected. But you are entitled to answer to your own 
schedule. Nobody expects from an always on person that he/she will answer immediately, but that he/she will answer. 
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Procurement 
3.0 
Are you ready for the 
Revolution of  the new 
Procurement? 

If  not, it is time to prepare for 
it… 

Join the Revolution! 
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